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Brexit and Free Trade
with the world
Extract of Global Britain press release

O

n Brexit, the UK declares free
trade with the whole world and
abolishes UK customs duties
on its imports from all countries.
The Starting Scenario
1. Currently, as a member of the EU
Customs Union, UK-EU trade
(imports from and exports to other EU
countries) is free of customs duties. At
present, the UK’s imports from the
rest of the EU bear zero customs duties
on entry into the UK.
2. In contrast, UK trade with
countries outside the EU is currently
“unfree”. As a member of the EU
Customs Union, the UK has to apply
and collect EU customs duties on its
imports from outside the EU.
3. Those customs duties belong to
the EU, not to the UK. HMRC merely
collects them on behalf of the EU, then
transfers them to Brussels as part of
the annual UK Gross Contribution to
the EU. Those EU customs duties are a
tax, payable by UK consumers, on UK
imports from the world-outside-theEU (“Rest of World”: RoW).
4. On Brexit, and UK exit from the
EU Customs Union, the UK, in line
with its new “global free trade” stance,
decides unilaterally to import from the
RoW without imposing UK customs
duties on such imports.
5. On Brexit, the UK, in line with its
new “global free trade” stance, decides
unilaterally to continue to import from
“remaining EU” – the EU less the UK
- without imposing UK customs duties
on such imports.

6. UK imports from the whole
world – the remaining EU plus RoW are now free of UK customs duties.
7. On Brexit, the UK invites
Brussels to reciprocate and continue to
allow UK exports to enter EU
member-states free of EU customs
duties.
8. On Brexit, the UK resumes its
seat and vote at the World Trade
Organisation (“WTO”), both of which
it surrendered to the EU on accession
in 1973.
9. On Brexit, the UK has no direct
legal power to insist that its exports to
the remaining EU continue to be free
of EU customs duties (though the UK
may be able to influence the remaining
EU through the WTO). It is assumed in
this note that, post-Brexit, the
remaining EU imposes customs duties
on its imports from the UK.
Consequences for UK trade and the
UK economy post-Brexit
UK Imports
10. British imports from RoW
become cheaper than they were preBrexit, because, post-Brexit, such
imports no longer bear EU customs
duties.
11. Since the UK now imports from
the entire world without imposing
customs duties, UK importers, and
HMRC, no longer have to apply “rules
of origin”, whose purpose was to
determine which imported products
were subject to customs duties and at
what rate. A significant administrative

burden is completely removed and the
British economy as a whole benefits.
[In addition – though not
immediately – the heavy EU
regulatory burden (upwards of four per
cent of UK GDP per year) is removed
from the UK domestic economy. The
British economy as a whole benefits.]
12. Because their “inputs” from
RoW (though not from the remaining
EU) are now cheaper, and the
“rules of origin” administrative burden
has
disappeared,
British-based
manufacturers reduce the cost of their
outputs and/or increase their profit
margins. The UK economy becomes
more attractive post-Brexit than it was
pre-Brexit.
13. Post-Brexit, British imports
from the remaining EU continue to
enter the UK free of customs duties, as
they did pre-Brexit (see 5 above).
14. But, assuming the remaining EU
imposes EU customs duties on its
imports from the UK, such imports
will cost more to EU customers than
they did pre-Brexit. Over time, (unless
UK exporters lower their prices), the
value of UK exports going to the
remaining EU will shrink.
15. Consequently, the ongoing
secular shrinkage in the proportion
(currently around two-fifths) of UK
global exports going to the remaining
EU will accelerate.
16. The economy of the remaining
EU becomes less attractive than it was
pre-Brexit, since imports from the UK
Continued on page 2
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are more expensive (because they now
bear EU customs duties). (On the other
hand, to the extent that the UK
economy improves post-Brexit, that of
the remaining EU will benefit from
increased exports to the UK.)
17. Post-Brexit, inward Foreign
Direct Investment (“FDI”) into the UK
will increase, because (see 12
previously) the post-Brexit UK
economy is economically more
attractive than it was pre-Brexit. Some
of that FDI may be diverted from the
remaining EU, whose economy has
become less attractive post-Brexit.
UK Exports
A. Post-Brexit the UK continues to
trade freely under the WTO umbrella
with countries such as the USA, China,
Japan and many others which have
never had Free Trade Agreements
(“FTAs”) with the EU.
B. On Brexit, the provisions of an
FTA between the EU and a non-EU
country will, in theory, cease to apply
to the UK. It will be up to the UK to
negotiate bilaterally with the non-EU
country a short-term “grandfathering”
arrangement (extending the provisions

of the former FTA with the EU),
followed by better tariff-free trading
arrangement
tailored
to
UK
requirements.
C. The UK, having declared &
implemented free trade with the whole
world and abolished all import duties,
and having resumed its influential role,
seat and vote at the WTO, invites those
jurisdictions (including the remaining
EU) which still impose customs duties
on their imports from the UK to
abolish such duties. The UK is already
a signatory to numerous multilateral
trade agreements and two plurilateral
agreements negotiated between WTO
members.
In this note, for the sake of
simplicity, “imports” & “exports” are
assumed to comprise “goods”,
“services”, “income” & “transfers”.
Customs duties are only chargeable on
“goods”. However, flows of goods,
services & income are often associated
(e.g. Rolls Royce exports an aeroengine to a US airline, which counts as
an export of goods; income earned by
Rolls from subsequent maintenance of
that engine counts as an export of
services; & profit remitted from Rolls’

US subsidiary counts as “income” in
the UK national accounts).
UK exports to RoW are already a
third BIGGER than exports to EU-27.
(See below) Given the long term
d i fferential rates of growth of UK
exports to RoW and of UK exports to
EU-27, the proportion of UK exports
going to RoW is likely to increase
further, and the proportion going to
EU-27 is likely to shrink further.
UK Exports of Goods, Services,
Income, Transfers in 2014
To EU-27

£289 bn

43%

To RoW

£390 bn

57%

To World

£679 bn

100%

(57 minus 43 equals 14;
14 divided by 43 equals 33%)
UK Imports of Goods, Services,
Income, Transfers in 2014
From EU-27

£396 bn

51%

From RoW

£376 bn

49%

From World

£772 bn

100%

Cameron’s trickery exposed

T

he independent Labour Peer, Lord
Stoddart of Swindon has taken
exception to David Cameron’s
eulogising Her Majesty the Queen on
the sovereign’s 90th birthday, while he
is simultaneously leading a campaign
to abolish Britain as a nation state.
Lord Stoddart said: “It is the most
nauseating hypocrisy for the Prime
Minister and other political leaders to
eulogise Her Majesty on the occasion
of Her 90th birthday while,
simultaneously, organising a national
and international lobby to bounce the
British people into voting to remain in
the European Union at the referendum
on 23rd June. This is an organisation,
whose policy it is to abolish nation
states, including Her Majesty’s own
realm.
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“They have already made Her
Majesty a citizen of the European
Union without consulting her. Anyone
with genuine respect for the Queen
should vote to leave, which will protect
her and our country from the EU’s
aggressive empire building.” [Source:
Twitter release 22nd April]
Responding to Barack Obama’s
comments, Lord Stoddart said: “First,
we had the spectacle of a British Prime
going on bended knee to the German
Chancellor begging for her help in
conning the British people into
remaining in the European Union.
Now we see him toadying up to
Obama, who is reviled and detested by
so many in his own country, while he
threatens the British people with dire

consequences if they dare to vote for
freedom and independence by leaving
the EU. It is the worst kind of bullying
and blackmail from a President who
will be out of office in a little over six
months. No British Prime Minister
should have sanctioned this disgraceful
treatment of British voters, never mind
actively supported it!
“What this blundering intervention
has done is confirm exactly what the
‘special relationship’ really means.
‘Do as we say or you will be punished.’
That is the status of a satellite – not of
a partnership and the British people, as
citizens proud of their country and its
thousand year history, should give
Obama his answer by voting for Brexit
on 23rd June.” [Source: Twitter release
25th April]
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The Whitehall report that proves EU’s
control on Britain and migrants

A

document released by civil
servants on Thursday 14th
April has confirmed that that
the Government cannot block EU
migrants from “rights to enter, live and
work” in the UK.
It detailed how Britain has an
“obligation to comply” with all EU
laws, making clear the Charter of
Fundamental Rights is “binding” on all
28 member nations.
The report on the “Rights and
obligations of EU membership” was
the last in a series of documents which
the Government was legally required
to publish in time for the official start
of the referendum campaign.
But unlike previous publications in
the series, the 96-page dossier
appeared without fanfare, being
released quietly on a Government
website and announced with a written
statement to MPs.
Matthew Elliott, chief executive of
the Vote Leave campaign group, said:
“It’s shocking that the Government has
cynically buried its own report because

it admits how much control we’ve
handed to the EU.
“On top of leaving EU judges in
control of our borders, our economy
and even those who can vote in our
democracy, we hand Brussels £350
million every week.”
The clause say Vote Leave is an
admission the EU charter – which
covers a range of social and
employments rights – does apply in the
UK.
Senior Tory MP Bill Cash, chairman
of the Commons European Scrutiny
Committee, said: “The Government is
failing to tell the truth about the
undemocratic basis of the working of
the EU and its impact on everybody’s
lives in the UK.
“So many decisions are taken
behind closed doors in Brussels and
then pushed through Parliament,
affecting our lives on a daily basis.”
Previous reports – on the process of
withdrawing from the EU, possible
alternatives to EU membership and the
UK’s supposed “special status” – were

widely publicised on release.
This final report, however, sets out
in stark detail the full force of Brussels
law as it is applied to the UK.
“Directives set out a legal
framework that the member states have
to follow,” it says. “Once an EU
directive has been agreed all member
states have an obligation to make
national laws that give it effect.”
It also says: “EU fundamental rights
are binding on member states when
they act within the scope of EU law.”
David Cameron has previously
claimed Britain could opt out. The
report also undermined the Prime
Minister’s promise to ban EU
jobseekers from the UK unless they
have a specific offer of employment.
“EU law gives all other EU
nationals rights to enter, live and work
in another member state as well as their
family members and dependents,” the
document said.
Source: Extract of an article in the
Express newspaper Friday15th April
by Macer Hall

A reminder of history

C

an we learn anything from those
who have spoken out about the EU
in the past?
Speaking in the Hague in May 1992,
Mrs Thatcher said; “Our choice is
clear. Either we exercise democratic
control of Europe through cooperation
between national governments and
parliaments which have legitimacy,
experience and closeness to the people.
Or we transfer decisions to a remote
multilingual parliament, accountable to
no real European public opinion and
thus increasingly subordinate to a
powerful bureaucracy”.
In an article in The European, in
May just before the 2nd reading of the
Maastricht Bill she wrote; “Real
progress comes not from more
bureaucracy, but from the values and
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institutions of government by consent,
through ministers seen to be
accountable. These things are in tune
with the instincts of the people. They
are part of the heritage we have built
up over the centuries”.
Enoch Powell speaking June 1973
said; “Independence, the freedom of a
self-governing nation, is in my
estimation the highest political good,
for which any disadvantage, if need be,
and any sacrifice are a cheap price.
There is not a state in Africa or Asia,
hewn out of some administrative unit
of Western colonial rule, which would
not scorn to bargain away its
independence...It is for us, and us
alone, to determine if we will continue
to be a free, self-governing people. I

refuse to imagine we shall answer no”.
Tony Benn Labour’s Secretary of
state for Industry writing in his diary in
April 1974 after a meeting with George
Thomas, an EEC Commissioner
regarding the Common Market wrote;
‘I have never been on an explicitly
anti-Market platform in my life but
since we had been in the Community, I
felt the House of Commons had
become a spectator of great events, and
that too much power had been drained
away to Europe through all the official
committees that had been set up’.
Harold Wilson the Leader of the
Labour Party (1974) wrote in his
memoirs on Europe; ‘In all my thirteen
years as Leader of the Party I had no
more difficult task than keeping the
Party together on this issue’.
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A rebuff to the Government’s
propaganda leaflet
Extract of an article by Michael Shrimpton in “Veterans Today” 13th April
in response to the governments (tax-payers’) £9 million pro-EU leaflet

T

he leaflet starts by claiming that
the British Government believes
that voting to remain is “the best
decision for the UK”. What the
government really mean is that a vote
to remain is in the best interests of
Germany.
The UK is Germany’s third biggest
export customer and exports count for
about half the German economy. The
UK is the EU’s most important export
customer and absorbs surplus
European labour by the million, at the
expense of British workers.
On page 2 the leaflet makes the
outrageous claim that the UK has
secured a “special status” in a
“reformed EU”. This is a classic
example of a ‘Big Lie’ propaganda
technique. If you’re going to lie to the
public, lie big.
The claim is worthless. The Treaty
on European Union has not been
amended. If the UK votes to remain in
the German orbit on June 23rd, the
treaty will be applied against the UK in
full measure. Since it has not been
ratified by a single EU Member State,
the deal Cameron struck is not legally
binding in any event.
The “special status” claim is a
reworked version of the lie fed to the
British public before entry and during
the last vote to leave, in 1975, to the
effect that the EEC was just a free trade
area and was confederal in nature. The
EEC was always planned as a
federation, with community law being
supreme.
American readers will see the
parallel with the issue – confederation
or federation – which divided the USA
in the 1850s and 60s. That issue had to
be resolved by a civil war.
The claim on page 2 that the “we
will keep our own border controls” is
even more absurd. Free movement of
labour was one of the founding
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‘principles’ of the EEC. The key EEC
Regulation was adopted as long ago as
1964.
If we vote to stay EU nationals will
continue to be able to walk into this
country. We can refuse to admit EU
nationals, but only if the EU agrees.
The claim on page 4 that the EU is
“by far the UK’s biggest trading
partner” is only true if you treat the EU
member states as one, but the EU is not
a state, not yet at any rate. The US is
the UK’s biggest trade partner. In the
month of February the US purchased
£3.5 billion of British products, with a
surplus for the month in favour of the
UK of £600 million.
The UK trades with other EU
member states at a massive deficit.
Taking February again (the most recent
month for which official stats are
available) the Germany's sold us £5.3
billion worth of goods and services.
They bought just £2.8 billion worth
from us. That’s a huge £2.5 billion
deficit, just with Germany, in just one
month. We need to get those tariff
barriers up against the EU states and
fast.
Official figures show a staggering
£23 billion deficit with the EU in the
quarter ending on February 29th.
Including cash transfers a whopping
£107 billion walked out of the UK in
the direction of the EU in 2014.
The propaganda claim, repeated in
the leaflet, is that 44% of UK exports
go to the EU. That figure however is a
con. Over 20 years ago, a phenomenon
known as ‘The ‘Rotterdam-Antwerp
Effect’, was uncovered.
In order to inflate the export figures
to the EU all exports to the Rest of the
World via the giant European container
ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp are
counted as exports to the Netherlands
and Belgium respectively. As a rule of
thumb you should discount the export

figures for Holland and Belgium by
two-thirds.
Thus the official export figures to
the EU count exports to South Korea
and China as exports to the EU! Under
the official EU import figures the
Netherlands should be a land of
nodding donkeys, as officially Holland
is a major producer of crude oil.
Then you have to factor in the
Republic of Ireland. The Irish need
continued access to the UK market,
including our job market.
Hundreds of thousands of Irish
Citizens are employed in the UK in
trades for which they would never get
a work permit. The true ratio for UK
exports to the European members of
the EU (i.e. not including Ireland,
which is in the British Isles) is
probably around one-third.
In a major boo-boo the government
have also recycled the discredited
claim on page 5 that “over 3 million
UK jobs are linked to exports to the
EU”. Under this formula every job at
Jaguar LandRover is dependent on EU
membership. In reality import
substitution is going to create hundreds
of thousands of quality jobs in the UK
after Brexit.
On the next page the government
run the scare story that Brexit would
led to higher consumer prices.
Rubbish. Leaving the Common
Agricultural Policy alone would see
substantial reductions in the cost of
food.
The claim on page 10 that being in
the EU makes us safer went up in
smoke, along with a bit of Brussels
Schiphol Airport, on March 22nd.
All the indications are that the
leaflet has backfired. It has led to
deeper acrimony inside the Tory Party.
The City already appears to be
factoring in Brexit and will continue to
prosper in or out of the EU.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Derek Stirling

W

Why the UK/EU merger will fail

ith a forward by Thomas
Kremer an international
businessman and inventor
with a wealth of knowledge about
international trade especially within
the EU helps greatly support the thrust
of this book that the UK should leave
the EU.
In this book Daniel Hannan MEP,
being at the heart of the EU explains
clearly and precisely the original
reasons that individual countries joined
and how the term and the idea of
nationalism is seen by the EU as a
threat and not a bonus.
He goes on to show why the EU
cannot be and does not want to be a
democratic organisation. The euro is
not forgotten, and its disastrous effects
are covered in detail with the reasoning
behind its formation and continuation
regardless of the problems caused to

T

Nottinghill Editions
Pbk 126 pp 2016
Available from
The June Press
Price £8.99 + 10% p&p)
(see back cover)
ISBN 978-1-910749-01-2
the weaker members of the eurozone is
explained.
Hannan then describes how the EU
uses and helps lobby groups in order to
give it the reasons for establishing
further powers and control over its
subjects without giving them any

chance to prevent this process, while
giving it the pretence that the citizens
have requested such action.
Alternatives to the EU membership
are discussed in great detail followed
by his conclusion that we should leave
the EU. The reasons he uses are many
and varied but the future outside the
EU straitjacket for the UK appears
both positive and necessary if the UK
wishes to prosper in the world as it
really is.
Interestingly though, he does not
include the immigration problems that
are besetting the EU in its current form
or for that matter the future rules and
regulations that will be applied to the
UK within the powers of the existing
treaties should it remain within the EU.
After reading this book it is hard to
see why the UK would wish to remain
a member of the EU.

A reason to be afraid

his book details the reasons
behind the rise of the far right
radical groups throughout
Europe.
By examining the increase in
nationalism as the process of political
mobilisation this book tries to explain
the side-effect that the formation of the
EU has unwisely created. The term
nationalism and cultural differences
appear to be inter-changeable in this
publication.
A comparison between Eastern and
Western Europe show up a number of
important differences and how support
for the radical far right has remained
surprisingly low in Eastern Europe
since 1991, and that support for the EU
is decreasing in those countries.
Meaning that further integration into
EU politics may cause a move to the
right, implying that the EU is not a
liberalising force but rather pushes
eurofacts 13TH MAY 2016

A Doomed Marriage
Why Britain Should Leave the EU
by Daniel Hannan

The Dark Side of European
Integration
by Alina Polyakova
Edited by Dr Anton Shekhovtsov
Ibidem
Pbk 180pp 2015
Available from
The June Press
Price £22.90 + 10% p&p)
(see back cover)
ISBN 978-3-8382-0766-7
otherwise tolerant countries towards a
radical right wing backlash.
A surprising result appears to show
that economic and political factors,
such as GDP, unemployment and
electoral system types, do not explain
variation in electoral support for

radical right parties across countries.
The author then goes on to the
subject of how the mobilisation works
through social networking especially
amongst the young.
Evidence also shows that Europeans
are becoming less convinced that the
EU is good for countries and that these
trends could threaten European unity in
the years to come.
The theory that European economic
integration has been coupled with
cultural disintegration, brings into
question the assumption of the
European project that community can
be integrated through the economy.
Yet, despite the drop in public support
for the EU, economic integration has
only accelerated. This may well cause
a further rise for the far right parties.
Meanwhile the EU sees the euro as
more than just a currency, but as “a
symbol of European identity”.
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LETTERS
Tel: 08456 120 175 email: eurofacts@junepress.com
American intervention
Dear Sir,
It is sad to see that the US President
Barack Obama, considered to be the
most powerful man on earth is so out
of touch with reality.
He has obviously been advised that
the UK has some sort of influence over
the direction and potential of the EU
institution.
Time for him to get properly
informed advisers to explain to him
that the UK has little if any influence
over the EU and that in fact it is the EU
that controls the UK not the other way
around.
Furthermore he says that the US
prefers to deal with blocs than
individual countries, following that
logic he should be helping Russia get
back its USSR. So much for joined up
thinking.
SIMON DOWER
Leeds

The truth about trade
with America
Dear Sir,
The response by the various groups
opposed to EU Membership to the
interference by USA President Obama
was very disappointing. Obama stated
that the UK would be at the end of the
queue for a Trade Agreement with the
USA if it were not in the EU. This gave
the impression to many electors and
indeed commentators who should have
known better that a non EU United
Kingdom would have trade problems
and perhaps the loss of jobs.
It should have been stressed that the
UK and the USA already have a
healthy trading relationship without
any trade agreement. In 2015 the UK
exported £95.1 billion to the USA and
imported £59.7 billion. This was
achieved with no trade agreement and
because both countries are members of
the World Trade Organisation. The
same trading relationship would
continue if the UK were not within the
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EU irrespective of any trade agreement
and Obama’s ill informed comments
about an imaginary queue.
LORD KILCLOONEY
Former MEP Armagh City

Stability
Dear Sir,
We are constantly being told that all
countries need stability and prosperity.
How can the UK obtain any of these
goals while inside the EU?
The constant barrage of new rules
and regulation imposed on UK citizens
by the masters in Brussels will
continue to create an unstable UK with
little control over its destiny and
prosperity. Will this result in a
politically unstable country with no
form of democratic electoral change
possible?
If so, then the sooner we leave the
EU and can get back to a democratic
system of government by the people
for the people the better.
Presently with the Labour-LiberalConservative parties united on
removing democracy, the future looks
very bleak.
SALLY EVANS
Cardiff

Government savings
Dear Sir,
Having read recently about the
refurbish required of Big Ben and the
Houses of Parliament, I have an
economic solution.
If after the 23rd June we vote to stay
in the EU, then the Houses of
Parliament will be redundant as the EU
Parliament will in future be our direct
government. Therefore, we can sell the
Houses of Parliament and use some
of the proceeds to pay for the
refurbishment of Big Ben and the rest
we can put towards our subsidy of the
EU. Then extra savings can be made by
scrapping the MPs and allowing the
country to be run by the MEPs, it
makes perfect economic sense and fits

in to the future that our pro-EU
government have asked for.
Furthermore, we will save the cost
of General Elections.
HARVEY STONE
London

Cameron and Bureaucracy
Dear Sir,
The Prime Minister David Cameron is
currently fighting a battle in the UK
Parliament regarding his drive towards
converting all schools into Academies.
His reasoning is that you cannot
trust BUREAUCRATS with the
running of our schools in the best
interest of our children's education.
Can anyone explain to me why then
following the same logic he is so
convinced that only BUREAUCRATS
acting on behalf of the EU in Brussels
should run the UK and decide upon the
future interests of the citizens of the
United Kingdom?
ROY SMYTH
Durham

EU and child safety
Dear Sir,
Many MPs and those worried about
child safety are telling us that we
should accept 3,000 unaccompanied
child migrants currently held in camps
in the EU.
The reason given is that these
children are not safe in the EU as it has
been suggested that many have fallen
pray to child abusers of one form or
another.
If the EU is so dangerous for these
children, the question that should be
raised is why does the UK wish to
remain a member of such an
o rganisation that permits such
atrocities? Instead, we are being told
by our main stream politicians that this
is the only future available for the UK
and we should accept it.
That is not the future organisation
that I wish to be associated with.
MADELINE STEVENS
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MEETINGS
Grassroots Out
www.grassrootsout.co.uk
(Or GO for short! The national, crossparty, grassroots campaign to leave the
EU.)
“Have a number of taskforce launches
in the next few weeks, in their opinion
this referendum will be won or lost,
vote by vote, door by door.”
They are organising a number of meetings up and down the country at local
level in towns and cities.
Further details contact grassroots
directly.
Campaign for an
Independent Britain
07092 857684
Saturday 14th May, 2.00 - 6.00 pm
“Free Britain from the Euro p e a n
Union”
Stuart Agnew MEP, UKIP
Helle Hagenau, Norwegian “No to the
EU” Movement
Kate Hoey MP, Labour
and
B rexit Movie - Director Martin
Durkin
PUBLIC MEETING
Upper Hall of the Emmanuel Centre,
9-23 Marsham Street, Westminster,
London SW1P 3DW
Admission Free

The London Swinton Circle
swintoncircle.org.uk
Tuesday 7th June, 7.00 pm
“Ever Closer Union: How to Promote
the British Union in the Face of
Separatist Hegemony”
Alistair McConnachie
PUBLIC MEETING
Counting House, 50 Cornhill, London
EC3V 3PD
Admission Free
Gresham College
020 7831 0575
Tuesday 14th June, 6.00 pm
“Big Data: The Broken Promise of
Anonymisation”
Martyn Thomas, IT Livery Company
Professor of Information Technology
Thursday 16th June, 6.00 pm
“Conspiracy Theories: A Threat to
Democracy?”
Professor Sir Richard Evans FBA,
Provost of Gresham College
PUBLIC MEETING
Museum of London, London Wall,
London EC2
Admission Free

Gresham College
020 7831 0575

DIARY OF EVENTS

Tuesday 17th May, 6.00 pm

UK’s EU Referendum

“The Iraq War 2003”

Slovakia takes over
EU Council Presidency

Why the Iraq war led many to feel that
the UK government was insufficiently
accountable to Parliament, and has led
to increased popular distrust of
political leaders, which remains today.

23rd June
1st July

2017
Malta takes over
EU Council Presidency

1st January

Vernon Bogdanor CBE FBA, Visiting
Gresham Professor of Political History

UK takes over
EU Council Presidency

1st July

PUBLIC MEETING
Museum of London, London Wall,
London EC2
Admission Free

2018
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Estonia takes over
1st January
EU Council Presidency

USEFUL WEB SITES
British Constitution Group
www.britishconstitutiongroup.com
British Weights & Measures Assoc.
www.bwmaonline.com
Bruges Group
www.brugesgroup.com
Campaign Against Euro-Federalism
www.caef.org.uk
Campaign for an Independent Britain
www.campaignforanindependentbritain.org.uk

Gonservatives for Britain
www.conservativesforbritain.org
Democracy Movement
www.democracymovement.org.uk
English Constitution Group
www.englishconstitutiongroup.org
EU Observer
www.euobserver.com
EU Truth
www.eutruth.org.uk
European Commission (London)
www.cec.org.uk
European Foundation
www.europeanfoundation.org
EU Referendum Campaign
www.eureferendumcampaign.com
Freedom Association
www.tfa.net
Futurus
www.futurus-thinktank.com
Global Britain
www.globalbritain.org
Global Vision
www.global-vision.net
GrassRootsOut
www.grassrootsout.co.uk
June Press (Publications)
www.junepress.com
Labour Euro-Safeguards Campaign
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